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By letter of 23 February L977, the Commlttee on External Economic
Relations requesuecl authorization to draw up a report on the progress made
in the GATT mtr1cllateral negotiatione.
By let'ler of 5 April L977, the President of the European Parliament
authorized the Conmittee on ExEernal Economic Relationa to draw up a report
on the subject. The Cotnmittee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Development and cooperation were asked for their opinione.
On 26 April 1977 the comnittee on ErEernal Economic Relations
appointed ttr cou8t6 rapporteur.
It considered the draft report at its meetings of 25 lrE.y L977,
22 June L97'1 , 24 January 1978 aod 22 l,hrch 1978 and unanimously adopted
the motion for a resolution and the explanatory statement at ita meeting
of 18 April 1978.
PreEent: Mr Kasperiet, chairrnan; t"tr Schmidt, vice-chairman;
litr l,tartinelli, vice-chairman; Mr Coust6, rapporteur; Mr van Aersgen,
tilr Baas, Mr Beraani, Lord Brimelow, litr Brugha, Mr Fitch, Mr Galuzzi,
llr Luster, Mr I'tont, I'!r Pintat, Mr Sandri and Mr Spicer.
The opinions of the Committee on Agriculture and the committee on
Development and cooPeration are attached.
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I
AThe Committ,re on D<ternal Economic Relations hereby submits to the
European Parlia.-lent the following motion for a resolution, together with
explanatory statement :
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on the multi r.ateral- negotiations in GATT
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard co the Commission memorandum on an overall approach to the
multilaterar negotiations in GATT (COM(73) 555 and 556/2),
- having regard Eo the declaration on the GATT negotiations made by seven of
the major industrialized countries at the summit conference held in London
on I May L?77,
- 
having regard to the conclusions of the meeting of 6 January 1978 between
Mr Jimmy c&rter, President of the United States, and the Commission of the
European Communities under its President, Mr Roy Jenkins,
- having regard +-o the outcome of the visit to Japan by Ivlr llaferkamp, Vice-
President of the Commission of the European Communities, from 22 to 24 March
L978,
- having regard to its resolution on the Community's position in the GATT
,l
negotiatic ns*,
- 
having rega:d to the rePort of the Committee on D<ternal- Economic Relations
and the opinions of the Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on
Development and Cooperation (noc. A6/78),
1. Notes that after four years the so-called 'Tokyo Round'of the GATT
negotiations has moved beyond the stage of technical preparation atid
embarked on real negotiations on the basis of offers and requests
submitted by the member countries of GATT;
2. fs concerned about the threat to world trade from increasing protectionist
measures : n the various countries and is convinced that overt and latent
forms of protectionism hamper the expansion of international trade;
3. Points out that the shortcomings in the present internation!1 monetary
system could jeopardize even the most favourabl-e outcome of the current
mul-tilateral negotiations in GATT;
r o, 
"o. 
c r57 , r4.7.L975, p.26
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4' Draws attention to the far-reaching changes which have taken prace in theinternat:_onaI diuision of labour and patterns of trade, which requiregreater irLernational economic discipline to alrow an orderly expansion
of trade, not onry in the overall supply of raw materials and enerqy butalso in key sectors of manufacturing industries currentry affected by
serious disturbances of the market;
5' Believes that 
- in the interests of the consumer and world trade 
- thechanges in the world economy and the threat to the Commuhity,s economyfrom massive, cheap imports must be taken into account in the final phase
of the current GATT negotiations, and hopes that a ,social clause,will bedrawn up, fixing as the minimum ..qli..*.nts the rlo rules for theprotection of workers;
6' considers it urgent in view of the increase in restrictive practices by
various trading nations to consoridate and gradualry extend the agreements
which have proved their worth in .ATT and are designed to promot.e theinternational division of labour and free markct econonly, particrrlarly
those on tariff and non_tariff measuresi
7' urges that any concessions which the community might grant shourd bebrought mcre closely into line with those granted by the other industrial-ized nations in view of the predominantly open nature of the community
market and the problems this causes for the economies of the Mernber states;
8' Emphasizes the importance of trade with the developing countries and callsfor the drafting of fair:rules for such trade, the key_note of which ehouldbe improved market organization, in order to achieve the striuctural
adjustments necessary within the community in the light of social require-
ments and to prevent or at reast keep within reasonable limits, anydisturban,:e of the market;
9' considers 
- 
while reaffirming the need for the GATT negotiations to resurtin further advantages for the developing countries as advocated in theTokyo Declaration of 12 September 1973 _ that, on the question of trade
with those countries
- the EEC's system of generalized preferences should be revierrrred incollaboration with the appropriate LTNCTAD bodies;
- access to tl'e community market for exports from the poorest deveroping
countries should be facilitated;
- the syster of generalized preferences of other industriarized countri.es
should be brought into line with the most generoua concessions alreadygranted to developing countries under the EEC,s system of generalizedpreferences;
-6- PE 49.532/fin.
11.
I0.Calls for stricter observance of the principle of reciprocity 
- except
in the case of the state-trading nations which are members of the 'croup
of 77 ' or benefit from the system of generalized preferences and the
abolition of dumping practices in trade in commodities and eervices with
the stat,e-trading nations;
Considers it rlecessary, given the increasing number of naEions involved
in world trade and the varying interpretations and methods of application
of the existing rures to make furl use of the proceduree for settling
disputes i,r GATT and, where appropriate, to improve them;
Notes the offers eubmitted by the community to GATT in January L979,
particularly in the tariff, non-tariff and agriculturar fields and
emphasizee tho importance of updating the safeguard cl-ause (Article
xlx of GATT);
L2.
13. Supports the community's efforts
- to ereate a customg aagestament code laying down a airnple and precist:
universal system;
- 
to create a code of conduct to suppress technical obstacles to trade
and prevent protectionism shifting to spheres other than cuatomst
- 
to create a code for government procurement;
- 
to provide more Precise legal provisions regarding the admiesibility
and limits of the safeguard clause;
- to lay dorn precise rures of conduct, without special righte,
governing subsidies and resulting countervailing duties;
carls on tt e commission to take into consideration in the current
negotiatione the eseential poirrEe mentionecl above;
stresses, moreover, that the community will be unable to maintain its
position in world trade unless it implements a common industrial policy
and immediately makes the structural adjustments needed in order to
safeguard jobs and stay competitive;
rnstructs its President to forward this resolution and the report of
its commitLee to the council and the cornrniesion of the European
Communit i es
t4.
15.
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BEXPIAIiIATORY STATEMENT
I. Introductir.rn
1. lfhe rise in the price of crude oil coupled with the effects of the worst
recession since the Second World War have caused extremely serious problems
and brought about far-reaching changes in national economies throughout {"he
world. The scene is dominated by inflation' unemplolzment' balance of payments
deficits and shifts in the international division of labour which are cat"sing
changes in patterns of trade and national production structures' lfhese
factors are affecting the western industrialized nations, the developing
countries and also the Eastern bloc states. 1ftrey trave prompted countries
to adopt various protectionist measures which rePresent an increased threat
to world trade.
Against this rather gloomy background the GATT negotiatlons known as the
Tokyo round, which began in 1973, have made slow Progress. The technical
preparations for negotiations r^rere completed in January 1978 and negotiations
proper on the offers and requests of the participant countries can now begin.
As the bases of 6ATT have changed radically since its creation, the industria-
lized nations concerned are reluctant to make the necessary adjustments. This
fact, coupled with internal political difficulties, in the case of certain
major participants in the negotiations, has affected the Progress of current
work.
2. When GATT was set up in 1947 its first memberJwere mainly industrialized
countries whose aims were to expand and liberalize world trade on the basis
of a relativ:Iy stable international monetary system, fixed exchange ratea
and reciprocal concessionsi at that time there were no real problems as regards
the supply of energy and raw materials-
Since then. the monetary order established at Bretton Woods has dis-
integrated and freely fluctuating exchange rates have a greater im;nct on
external trade than changes in customs tariffs. The policy of the oil-
producing countries and closer international cooperation bet\deen the other
developing countries have created uncertainty as regards energy and raw
materials supplies. Furthermore, about two-thirds of the negotiating
trErtners in the Tokyo Round are no\^, developing countries? fhey are demanding
increasingly more generous concessions, from the industrialized countries,
if possible, on a non-reciprocal basis (as is already the case in the
Convention of l,om6). As a result of these demands, the objective of ensuring
additional trade advantages for the developing countries has been added to
the original objective of trade liberalization in the current negotiations
in C'ATT.
See Annex
See Annex
1
2
I
II
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3. ,nrcse lntroductory romarkr ehovv that the obJccttvea of GATT cannot be
achloved un1o6s the attampt to crtabllrh an lnternatlonal economic and
monetary order ig aleo auccecgful. Palltng worli-wlde diecipline in theee
ar6aB, natlonal egolem and lack of undergtanding wlll result in reckless
m6aaurea harmful to wortd trade. Such measures may poasibly provide
temporary solutions to natlonal problems but ultimately exacerbate eeonomic
problems throughout the world and cauge a correapondlng faIl in living
standarde.
In thei: declaration of 8 l{ay 1977 at the summlt conference in London
the eeven .naJor lnduetriallzed countriea gave freah hope to the current GATT
negotlatlon" by etating: 'we w111 glve a new impetus to tho Tokyo Round of
multilateral trade negotlationa. Otr objective is to make gubetantive
progr€es in key ar€as in 1977. In thls fie1d, atructural changes in the
world economy muet be taken lnto conslderatLon'. Wlth thls in mind, the
Commtaeion and tjrri Lr)(l States reaclrod an agreetnont in prlncl ple on I I ,lu1y
ltyl l 6tt I ltr. 111,l.(,<;rrr.rrl ..ortrao oI t ltcr rr(xl()1. l;rt Irtrrn wltlclr wafi .onIl fmad l'y
the Lwo cltief 1,6.r;otlai:ors (cnd ol. November 1177 Ln Warhlrrtrl-on).
The pri,nary objective of this report, therefore, is to examine these
changes mcre closely and, after a brief account of the Progress of negotiat-
ions, to in,iicate the featuree of particular importance to the Coinmunity.
II. General comments on the GATT neqotiations in proqress
4. As suggested earlier, the subject matter of the GATT negotiatlonE is
extremely complex; lt consists of a maas of technically complicated detall.
It ie also h19h1y political and cloeely linked to the international dis-
cusalons - such as the North-South dialogue temPorarily suapended on 3 June
1977 in parl,s - on a world economlc order and the creation of a world monetary
ayatem.
5. In order to situate the8e problema more clearly a few figures are given
below ehowLtrg the spread of world trade and total world output.
According to the statistice of the secretariat of GATT total r.rorld
exports in 1?76 (L975) were worth us $ 992,000 (879,000) mlllion, broken
dovnr as follows: uss(thousand
millions) %
L976 (1975) Le76 (1975)
- 
induntrialized reglone 625 (55) 63.0 (63'8)
- developing countrles 252 (2L21 25.4 (24.2)(of which oil-imPorting
developing countriee) (120) (99) 12.1 (11.2)
- 
Eastejn bloc countrles 95 (87) 9.6 ( 9.9)
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Despite the rise in the world's population to about 4,2OO million total
world output increased, according to figures provided by the US Departmei.t of
State, by 5% in L976 
- 
after the fal1 in 1975 caused by the recession 
- co
almost US $7,OOO,OOO million. Ttre trend in per capita output is as follows:
Per capita output; in US $ (1975 prices)
_ 
19s0 1960 1970 L97 6
- 
Western industrialized countries
(Western European countries)
- 
Developing corrntries
- 
Eastern bloc countries
2626
L944
223
473
3444
2847
3o.2
683
4952 s467
3840 4339)
4L6 543
9L5 1007
5. With a "iew to stimulating discussion of the overall international
economic aspec.ts, illustrated by the above figures, of the current C,ATT
negotiations in the light of major economic changes and their political
implications, si:< propositions are set out and introduced below.
!:gegsr!r9!-I9:-l
'Owing to w'.der recourse throughout the world to non-tariff barriers
to trade rnd protectionist measures, priority must be given to safe-
guardi.ng existing GATT agreementg, before any further liberalization..'
Consider, for example, the attitude of just two of the industrialized
countries tal'.ing part in the C,ATT negotiations i.e., JalEn and the USA.
Complaints are repeatedly being made about Jatrnn, which protects its
domestic market by a variety of non-tariff barriers to trade and at the same
time places certain industries in other countries throughout the world in
difficulties Lry its hard-seIl policy. fhe Committoo on External Economic:
Relations considers these problems, especially in relaEion to Europe'e*rip-
building and steel industries etc., in its report on economic and trade
relations bt t-ween the Euro[rean Economic Community and Japan.l
The same applies to the USA which has introduced a series of measures
to pronote exports 
- 
such as the DISC'(Domestic International Sales Corpora-)tion) - system currently being discussed within the GATT Council 
- 
and to curb
imports, such as the American Selling Price, into its battery of external
trade regulations, which are at variance with the rules of GATT.
see BAAS repor t - Doc. 570/76
in force s-j.nce I January L972 
- 
provides for substantial tax relief for
exporting firms
- 
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rhese difficulties are now being aggravated by the increased use of thefacirities provided under the united states rtade Act according to which
any undertaking or trade union may bring regar proceedings if they consider
that imports are disturbing the market.
In April L977 the New york customs tribunal allowed
American Zenith corporation and decided that vAT refunded
would be offset by countervailing charges on imports into
decision alarmed the industriarized countries and red the
to issue threats of retaliatory meaEures.
Proposition No. 2
'fhe reluctance of other industrialized
GATT negotiations to grant concessions
Commnnity countries at a disadvantage.,
a claim }:y r-he
in third countries
the USA. Ihis
EEC authorities
countries participating in the
places the economy of the
7 ' subsequently, however, a washington appeal court ruled in favour of the
us rreasury, which had decided to suspend application of the decision ofthe customs tribunal. As Zenith may stilr appeal to the supreme court despite
that ruling, the danger that countervailing eharges may be imposed on
European exports has not yet been finally disposed of.
8' This proposition is closely bound up with the first one. rt is true that
the liberal external trade policy of the connrunity has made a crucial con-
tribution to the develotrxnent of the national economies of the medber countries.
llhe community has created a conprehensive network of agreements, e.g., with
the EFTA countries, the associated Mediterranean countries, the l,hghreb ancl
l'lashreq countries and the AcP countries 
- to name only the most important.
concessions have been granted to these groups of countriee and, in acl<tibion,ottE.
thlrd countries benefit from the generarized systom of prefcrenccs.
The other industrialized countries, however, have not gone as far as
the community in granting concessions. At the end of the ,Kennedy Round,
the community arready had, on average, the rowest tariffs of arl the major
trading nations. Furthermore, almost all community products are bound in
C'ATT, in other words the duties on them may not be raised unless further
negotiations take prace and compensatory arrangements are made. To quotejust one example, in the textile industry the cqrununity,s tariffs amount to
less than half the American tariffs for similar products,l
As a result of this opening of the Conununity market to third countries,
our trade barance has deteriorated in recent years. rn 19761 community
imports rose 19% to 14o,4oo m EIB,, whire exports increased by onry 9% to
L24,2oo m EtA- Thus the trad.e balance deficit was about 16,ctcl0 m EtA, the
r aitr"g"i&i"g i-tra-community trad,e
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deficit vis-i-vis the usA alone accounting for about B,ooO m EUA and vis-i-
vis Japan 3,2OO m EUA.
9- rn view of ttis trend the community must persuade the other industrialized
nations to bring their concessions into line with those granted by the Community
and to open their markets to the same extent. otherwise the Community economy
will be even more severely handicapped, jobs will be lost and it will not be
possible to implement the necessary structural changes in an orderly nanner.
This would be certain to lead to a change of direction in Community external
trade policy.
Er9P99]!_i9!_119_3
'In view of the close interdependence of the world's economies the
community's external trade policy towards developing countries cannoi
be successful in the long term unless it, improves the framework of
trade b7 guaranteeing a minimurn amount of security for the cornrnunity
economy from 63jer upheauals in the market and also for Commrrnity
supplies of energy and raw materials;,
10. rn view cf its we.alth and its large share in world trade, the communily 
-
like the other industrialized countries 
- bears a proportionate share of
responsibility for economic progress in the devel0ping countries. This
responsibility extends not only to humanitarian aid for these countries and
the development of economic relations on a footing of equality but, more
particularry, to the guarantee of peace and security for future generations.
President CARTER referred to this crucial point on 22 Nlay L977 in his speech
at the Notre-Dame university in rndiana (uSA) when he declared: ,we know that
a peaceful worlil cannot long exist one-third rich and two-thirds hungry.,
rn this connection the figures showing the varying rates of growth of
the world's population and the distribution of world output given above speak
for themselves.
11- Hohrever, the repercussions of the economic development of the Third
world on the commu,'Iity and the other industrialized countries must. also be
taken into consideration- rn the Lima declaration of }tarch Lg75 the tNrDo asked
that the deve]-oping countries should become owners of 25% of the world,s
industrial prodrctioncapacitybythe year 2,oool The forecasts made at
the internationai trade and development conference in July 1976 in ttairobi(IlNcrAD rv) indicated that exports from developing countries would be twenty
times higher by the year 2,ooo while the deveroped countries' exports would
increiase onty five-fold.
lsee Lima Declarat-on on industrial development and cooperation adopted bythe second General conference of the unitla Natione rndustriat Developmentorganization (uNrDo) at Lima 
"" ?9 March 1975; point 28 of part A of finaldocument 
- 
Europa Archives 
- I4/L975
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Ifthesefar.reachingchangesintheinternationaldivisionoflabou:
andpatternsof+-radearetotakeplacereasonablysmoothly,caremustbe
taken to ensure that security of supply of raw materials and energy 
is
guaranteed.'.nanotherNcrttrSouLhdialogueandinthebasicrulesofIJNCTAD.
TheCommunitymustalsomakesurethatitsmarketisnotPermanentlydis-
turbed by a flcod of cheap imports from the developing countries.
L2.ThisisnottosaythattheCommunitymustnowadoptarestrictive
policytowardsthesecountries.Itmust,intheinterestsofallconeerned,
furtherexpanditsgeneralizedsystemofpreferences,itsdevelopmentaid
andexternaltradepolicytowardsthesecountries.DuringthecurrentGATT
negotiations,however,itshouldseektoimprovetheframeworkoftradewith
these countries. The selective application of the GATT 
safeguard cIauseIwill
atlowittoadaptitsinternaleconomicstructureswhilemakingdueallowance
for social requirements and avoiding disturbances of the 
market'
ProPosition No' 4
==:i:--.--
,The industrialized nations of the Eastern bloc do not take sufficient
accountoftherulesandresponsibilitiesofinternationaltrade..
2
13. of the industrialized Eastern b10c nations' the foll0wing countries are
members of CATT or are taking part in the current negotiations:
- 
Bulgar ia
- 
PoLancl
- 
Rumania
- Czechoslovakia
- 
HungarY
Thuscertainmajorcountriesareabgent,suchastheUSSR,theGerman
DemocraticReprrblicandalsocttina.ltrelrtradewit'hthewesternindustrlalized
nationsandthedevelopingcountriesisbasedonbilateralagreements.Now
thattradepolicyhasbecometheresponsibilityoftheCommunityavacurrm
witlarisev,henthebilateral-agreementswiththesecountriesexpire.
l;4.ASaresultoftheirmembershipofGATTorofagreementswittrother
industrialized countries, the most-favoured-nation clause applies to some 
of
the Eastern bloc countries' thus enabJ-ing them to enjoy the concessions which
thewesterns'.atlsgranteachother.Theachievementofadegreeof
reciprocityinthisareawasanimportantpointintheComnunity,srevised
negotiating PosiLion in L975'
t
2
See Annex III
Other state-trading countries taking part are Cuba and Vietnam.
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According !o the information available, the Community wiII shortly be
submitting requests concerning this matter to the eountries concerned. Since
the state-trading nations 
- except Hungary 
- 
do not have a customs system
of the western kind, no further time should be rost in seeking better
compensation as regards quantities, as the Committee on External Economic
Relations has repeatedly stressedl.
15- The Eastern bloc .orrrrt.i"r' share in world trade i" 
"foot foZ" of totalworld exports. 1[hese countries are not, however, willing to comply satis-
factorily with the rules of international trade. Ttrey attempt to secure as
many advantages as possible from the commodities and finance markets and the
services sectors of the west but at the same time provoke disturbances on
these markets by re-exporting goods on wtrich subsidies have been paid in
western countries or dumping their products and services at arbitrary export
prices.
Since such important countries as the USSR and the German Democratic
Republic are not represented in C,ATT, there is an urgent need for the western
nations negotiatirgin GATT to coordinate their measures in order to ensure
that the internationally agreed rules are applied at least bilaterally and in
accordance with the principle of reciprocity.
PIgpgg-i!-i9!_N9:_9
'Un1ess there is more effective app.Iiiation of the rules of cATf,
international trade will be increasingly distuabed.,
16. The rules of GATT were applied with varying degrees of success by the
small grouP of original participating countries with similar market and
trading systems, although even among these the more powerful trading partner
in each case usually allowed itself greater freedom in interpreting the rures.
As pointed out above, the world econorruz and worl-d trade, and consequentry
also GATT itself, is now in a phase of rebuilding. Trade patterns are
shifting. The volume of world trade is steadily increasing. More and more
trading countries with different economic systems are appearing on the market.
The increasing number of nations participating in world trade is accompanied
by a proliferaticn of interpretations and modes of application of existing and
also future ruLes.
1 
,." KLEPSCH report (Doc. 425/74)
and KASPERETT report (Ooc. LO6/75)
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L7. It is therefore necessary to make fuII use of - and where appropriate,
improve 
- the procedures for settling disputes in GATT, to ensure tighter
discipline among the signatory countries of the Agreementl.
gI9P9g]!19!-N9:-9
'The objectives pursued in the GATT negotiations can be achieved
onry if the efforts to establish a world economic and monetary
order meet with success in the near future.,
18. As far as an international monetary order is concerned, the above
assertion was already made by the committee in its last report on the
GATT negotiations2 and was clearly endorsed in the declaration made at
the ministerial meeting in Tokyo opening the current round of q,ATT negotia-
tions. rnternationar efforts to achieve this aim have not, however, been
very successful in the last four years.
The need to establish an international economic order has long been
realized but was not fu1ly brought home to the various nations until the
energy crisis broke out- The sixth special session of the united Nations
General Assembly (from 9 Aprir to 2 May Lg74) accordingry adopted a
Programme of action but no action worth mentioning has so far been taken. 
_
The North-South dialogue which was temporarily suspended in paris on 3 June
1977 also gave evidence of the worldwide struggle over the distribution of
the world's resources. This dialogue, the aim of which was to establish an
internationaL economic order and which, according to one,s point of view, was
a semi-failure or a semi-success, again renrinded all the participants of
their growing interdependenee.
19. unLess, therefore, international regulative principres are agreed in
the near future in the letlg_r__gflXe_ d,i,stribution and use of
- 
raw materials
- 
energy sources
- development aid and the transfer of technology
- capital
IR"f.."rr.e night usefully be r,rad,e to ResolutionGeneral Assembly of the tN on 15 Decembcr L976Rules, IJnited Natfons; NCiiar york L,TT .2See KaSPEREIT report 
- Doc. LO6/75 p.6
3l/9A, adopted by the
- 8ees'ITNCIIRAL,Arbitration
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there will be no guarantee of peace in the future, national protectionist and
repressive measures will disturb international trade and living standards
ttrroughout the world will fall.
III. fhe_proqress of neqotiations and the Comnunity's position
20. After a lengthy PreParatory stage following the opening of the Tokyo
Round in September 1973, the negotiations proper are getting under way now
that the principal participants have submitted offers. Ilrese offers and the
'working hypotheses' on new trade regulations to be introduced or perfected
represent the basis for the negotiations, which must be completed by the end
of 1978 (when the special powers granted to the President of the United States
by Congress will expire).
Below is an overall view of the state of work as at the end of January 1978.
cqgtoms-_tarif fs.
The Lowering of cugtoms tariffs remaing an important asPecl- of the current
negotiations, despite the substantial progress achieved in previous negotiations
(particularly in the Dillon Round and the Kennedy Round). Although the average
level of customs duties is generally reasonable, duties in some countries
continue to represent serious obstacles to free trade, inasmuch as they afford
certain products selective and differentiated protection.
TLre Community is prepared to enter into negotiations on the basis of a
tariff red.uction formula (known as the Swiss formula) which involve both
a reduction and a narmonization of duties. In theory, the applicatj.on of a
coefficient of 16 woulcl give an average weighted reduction of custome duties
of 4O%,, but irr practice - in view of requests thaL some exceptione bc.' marlc -
this reduction ought not to exceed 35%.
Ttre Conununity's position is that ttre decisions emerging from the tariff
negotiations should be applied under tvuo timetables:
- 
the first made up of five annual stages
- 
followed, where appropriate, by a second made up of three annual stages
The Cormnunity would examine the general economic situation to determine
whether conditions for transition to the second timetable had been fulfilled.
Non-tariff obstacles to trade
Previous GATT negotiations were primarily concerned with reducing customs
1dutr-es .
1 tn addition to tariff red.uctions, ttle Kennedy Round (1963-1967) produced,
tvo agreements of limited scope on non-tariff measures:
- 
the Anti-Dumping Code, setting out GATT rules as laid. down in its Article
VI, which, in the opinion of ttre EEc and. some of its partners, has not
been fully applied by certain signatories;
- 
the abolition of the American Selling Price, which has never been
ratified by the US Congress.
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Hovrever, as tariff barriers have been lowered, the relative importance
of existing non-tariff measureE has grown. In addition, increasing State
intervention has given riEe to nore new measures (such as health and environ-
mental reguirements) likeIy to constitute indirect obstacles to world tradr,.
fn a catalogue drawn up
over 800 non-tariff measures
the basis of notificaEions, C,ATT lras tigLr:d
various kinds applied by the nreilber countries.
nature of this section, extracts from
ilanuary 1978 sumnarizing ttre main points
on
of
Ihe partieE to the multilateral trade negotiations have decided to
concentrate their efforts on the moat objectionable of such neasures:
guantitative restrictions on irnports, technical obstacles, varioua cuEtoma
questions, governtnent purchasing, subsid.ies and countervailing dutiee. It
has been seen that some of theEe rneasures are fairlywidely apptied and involve
a large number of countries. Ttre participants have thus sought general
solutions.
Drafb codeg have becn drawn up to deal with technical obstaclee, cust.oms
agg(..::3glllerll-, (rovefnlncttL Prtfclrasln(.r, rlrtbgIdi.r.s otr(l (]()rttrl.(.rvilillrrq rlrrl,ir.H.
Certain other measurea, however, have been taken in only a few countrieg
and are the subject of specific requests and offere.
A number of particitrnnt countries have submitted regueste to the
Conununity, which is willing to pursue negotiations with a view to reaching
mutually acceptable solutiona on the basis of reciprocityl.
Aqriculture
Ttre Community is represented in three sub-groups, which were created to
conduct negotiations that would produee international agrecments in the
cereals, dairy produets and meat eectors.
At the end, o::- January the Couununity submitted its proposals for the other
agricultural products. Ihese consist of reductions and ner* binding tariffs on
about a hundred products, including horsemeat, edible meat offals, fruit and
vegetableE, animal fats, jams and marmaladeE, preserved fruit, aauceg and
Bourbon whisky. A11 together, ttrese proposals cover imports amounting to
approximately 1,000 m EI,A. If we alEo take into account the EEC,E partici-
pation in the multilateral negotiations on cereals, dairy products and meat
(and those on rice), its offer in the agricultural sector representE approx-
imately 5,000 m EUA on the basis of L976 imports. Its proposal in respect of
tropical products representa 2,4OO m EUA (and has been applied without reci-
procity since ilarruary L977). In addition, ttre EEC takes an active part in the
I In view of ttre extrenely technical
the Commission preEs release of 20
are given in Annex fV.
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drafting of multilateral codes imposing tighter discipline on agricultural
trade (codes on standards, healttr measures etc.).
In earlier negotiations the EEC had accepted binding tariffs for agri-
cultural products imports of which totalled approximately 16,000 m EUA, 4,400 m
coming from products with nil-duty claEsification (a rate classified in GATT
cannot be increased without compensation being offered to the Partners concerned)
1Safequard clause'
ftre Tokyo Declaration Provides
examination of ttre effectiveness of
to facilitate the liberalization of
therefrom.
ttrat the negotiations shall include an
the multilateral safeguard system2 so as
trade and preserve the results derived
Several countries, together with the European Community consid,er that
in the diffict'It economic situation facing the majority of countries, improve-
ment of the international safeguard. syatem constitutes a precondition for
furthergoing liberalization of trad,e.
Ttris argument is further supported by the fact that the present safeguard
system, based on .{rticle XIX of C'ATT, has not been wholly satisfactory up to
now.
Itre safeguard clause in Article XIX authorizes the Contracting Parties
in GATT to take emergency action for the purpose of liniting imports of parti-
cular products when such imports cause or threaten serious injury to domestic
producers. 1lltrough apparently promoting liberalization, Article xIX limits
governments' freedom of action in two waya:
-' firstly, by stipulating that, as a general rule, aafeguard measures ehould
be applied in respect of all suppliers, without distinction between those
responsible for the injury and any others;
- 
secondly, by providing for the right to compensation of suppliers who are
affected, even where all ttre conditions of Article xIX are fulfilled.
,t
1[tre existing safeguard. clause is t]rus a non-selective and cumbersome
instrument.
I tti" section sunmarizes the relevant pasaages in ttre conunission preEs
release of January L978
2 Th" international safeguard system (based on Article XIX of GATT) authorizesparties to derogate from the GATT rules on free trade under certain excep-
tional cond.i-.ions
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It is not surprising ttrat many countries have been reluctant to invoke
Article XIX to justify emergency action and have instead resorted to other less
restrictive methods or have sought to solve their problems by means not provided
for in GATT. Hence the developnent of voluntary restraint arrange[EntE conclud-
ed between supplier and client countries,/companies. Some of these agreements
are also known as 'orderly marketing agreements' (OMAE).
Trpo different propoEale have been mad.e. One (from the EEC) eupports a
selective application of safeguard measuresr, while proposing to counterbalance
ttris easing of t}re rules ttrrough the creation of an international control body
responsible for preventing improper recourse to dective meaeures. 1[tre other
proposal is in favour of maintaining the present safeguard system, particularly
as regards the general application of safeguard meaEurea, an international
control body would have to be set up to ensure that GATT rules were applied
eguitably.
Sectoral neqotiationq
According {:o t}re Tokyo Declaration, the negotiations Ehould be complemented
by an examination of opportunities for the coordinated reduction or elimination
of all obstacles to trade in given sectors.
Canada ie one of the main advocates of the sectoral approach, and favours
liberalization at all stages of prod.uction throughout sectors in which it
considers itself particularty competitive (such as wood and derived Products,
certain ores and metals).
The GATT :ecretariat has prepared a series of etudiee on products of
particular rele'rance to the various partners.
In due coursle those taking part in the negotiations will be able to
consider the opportunities afforded by this sectoral approach technique for
furthergoing liberalization in certain sectors.
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IV. Final comments
2L' rhe absence of an internationar $onetary ord.er and the spread ofbilaterar agreements tend to diminish the significance of the multilateral
GATT negotiations' similarly, the increase in protectionism in arr its
various forms and the growing pressure from goods produced and. exported at
lotnr cost from the Ttrird worrd, carrs for some rethinking on the whole conceptof free trade.
rn view of the leading role it plays in world trade, the community musttake account of these developments, particularry the economic and socialimplications, and push for tighter disciprine in the world economy and an
ordered expansi.on of trade in order to prevent,in particular, a repeat of the
recent upheavals on the market. 1[hoEe GATT arrangementa which have provedtheir worth would then provide the essentlal basis for ttris discipline. The
community should also seek closer coordination with the other industriarized
countries with regard to the conceesions it granf,e to its traditi.nar tradingpartners' A policy better gearecl to the aspiratione and nceda of thc clcvr.LrJ.r-ing countries and of tf,re community, especiarty as regard.s the protection andcreation of narkets and guaranteed suppriee of raw materials and energy,
remains a matter of central importane. The Eastern bloc countries must bepersuad'ed to observe the principle of reciprocity and discipline in interna-tional trad.e.
unless satiafactory resurts are achieved in all these areas in the TokyoRound of negotiations, the multilateral GATT agreements wirl again be replacedby a multitude of bilateral agreements which, as viewg on free trade are boundto vary, will hardly promote transparency and worrd trade. However, the
community cannot continue to support orderly free trade unlesg it comeg .utstrongly, as part of an overall approach, in favour of structural meaguregdesigned to guarantee its own
while safeguarding jobs, and
industrial policy.
survival in the face of international competition
unlegs it implements without delay a common
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LIST OF GATT SIGNATORY COUNTRIES IN 1947
South Africa
Australia
Belgium
Burma
Brazil
Canada
Ceylon (Sri r,anka)
Chile
Republic of chinal
Cuba
United States of America
France
India
1
Lebanon'
NoISray
New Zealand
Pakistan
Netherlands
Southern Rhod.esia
United l(i.ngdom
syria I
Czechoglovakia
ANNEX I
' 
,oo""qoently left C,ATT
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ANNEX II
coUNIRIEs TAICIT,{IG PART IN IIIE MULTII,ATERjAI. TRADE ti[EGoTIATIoNsI
(Represented on Trade Negotiations Committee' ilanuary 1978)
South Africa Costa Rica2)Algeria' rvory coast
Federal RePub1ic of GermanY Cuba
Argentina Dahomey (Benin)
Australia Denmark
Austria Eglryt 
,
Bangladesh El Salvador-
Belgium Ecuador2
Burma SPain
, 
-- 
.. 
- -E rF-Boliviaz united StateE of America
2 ^Lt: --: -2Botswana- EthioPia
BrazLL Finland
Bulgaria- France
Burundi Gabon
Cameroon Ghana
Canada Greece
Chile Guatemala2
columbia3 Haiti
congo Honduras2
Korea Hungary
India Peru
Indonesia ehil-iPPines3
-"--2 PolandIraq
,rrant Portugal
Ireland Dominican RePublic
Iceland Romania
Israe1 United Kingdom
Italy Senegal
Jamaica SingaPore
ilapan somalia2
Kenya Swaziland2
Luxembourg sudan2
Mad.agascar Sri Lanka (CeYIon)
I"Ialaysia Sweden
I'[alari switzerland
Mali2 Tanzania
I,tauritius Czechoslovakia
'r--2tlexicoo Thailand- 
../..
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Nicaragua
Nigeria
Nomay
New Guinea2
New Zealand
Uganda
Pakistan
Panama2
Paraguay2
Netherlands
Togo
Tonga2
Trinidad and Tobago
ttrnisia3
Turkey
Uruguay
venezuera2
vietnam2
Yugoslavia
People's Democratic Republic of yemer?
zair"
zambia2
1 
*.f : GATT secretariat ceneva - Conununication GABT/LL14
- 
as on 26.L.L974
2 Noa contracting party to the General Agreement
3 Provisional signatory to cleneral Agreement
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ANNEX III
TBxr oF anttcln xtx or cATt (safequard clause) 1
Emerqencv Action on Imports of Particular products
I. (a) If, as a result of unforeseen developments and of the effect of che
obligations j.ncurred by a contracting party under this Agreement, includ.ing
tariff concessions, any product is being imported into the territory of
that contractinq Party in such increased quantities and under such conditions
as to cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers in that territory
of like or directly competitive products, the contracting party sharl be
free, in respect of such product, and to the extent and for such time as may
be necessary to prevent or remedy such injury, to suspend the obligation in
whole or in part or to withdraw or modify the concession.
(b) If ary product, which is the subject of a concession with respect to
a preference, is being imported into the territory of a contracting party
in the circumst,ances set forth in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph, so
as to cause or threaten serious injury to domestic producers of like or
directly competitive products in the territory of a contract,ing party which
receives or received such preference, the importing contracting party shall
be free, if tha'; other contracting party so requests, to suspend the relevant
obligation in 
"rhole or in part or to withdraw or modify the concession in
respect of the product, to the extent and for such time as may be necessary
to prevent or remedy such injury.
2. Befo-'e any contracting party shall take action pursuant to the
provisions of paragraph I of this Artic1e, it shall give notice in writing
to the CONTR.ACTING PARTIES as far in advance as may be practicable and shall
afford the CONTRACTING PARTIES and those contracting parties havi.ng a sub-
stantial interest as exporters of the product concerned an apportunity co
consult with it in respect of the proposed action. When such notice is given
in relation Lo a concession with respect to a preference, the notice shall
name the crtntracting party which has requested the action. In critical
circumstanc€ s, where delay would cause damage which it would be difficult
to repair, action under paragraph I of this Article may be taken provisionally
without prior consultation, on the condition that consultation shall be
effected immediirtely after taking such action.
1 S"" 'Basic InsLruments and Selected Documents 
- 
Volume Iv 
- 
Text of theGeneral Agreement 1969', pp. 4L-42
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3. (a) If agreement among the interested contracting parties with respeet
to the actio.r is not reached, the contracting party which ProPoses to take
or continue the action shall, nevertheleEs, be free to do so, and if such
action is taken or continued, the affected contracting parties shall then
be free, not later than ninety days after such action is taken, to suspend,
upon the expiration of thirty days from the day on which written notice of
such suspension is received by the CONTRACTING PARTIES, the application to
the trade of the contracting party taking such action, or, in the case
envisaged in paragraph I (b) of this Article, to the trade of the contracting
party requesting such action, of such substantially equivalent concessions
or other obligations under this Agreement the suspension of which the
CONTRACTING PARTIES do not disapprove.
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph,
where action is taken under paragraph 2 of this Article vrithout prior
consultation and causes or threatens serious injury in the territory of a
contracting party to the domestic producers of products affected by the
action, that contracting party shaIl, where delay would cause damage difficult
to repair, be free to suspend, upon the taking of the action and throughout
the period of consultation, such concessions or other obligations as may be
necessary to prevent or remedy the injury.
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hamperinq trade
ANNEX IV
A 
- 
DRAFT CODES
(1) Customs assessment
Assessment of goods for duty is the main customs guestion being dealt
1
with in the current negotiations-.
llultiplicitv of existinq svstems
At present some hundred countries employ customs assessment systems
based to a .Treater or lesser extent on the system of the Brussels Convention)
on Valuation-.
However, some leading trading nations (the USA, Canada, South Africa
and New Zealand) have their own systems, completely different from that of
their paru.rers. In particular, the United States has an extremely complex
?
valuation s1'stem', which generates uncertainty and constitutes an obstacle
to trade.
Some assessment methods used under this system, in particular the
American Se11in9 Price (ASP)4, conflict with the GATT corunon law trrl""5
During the Kennedy Round the United States Partners requested the
abolition of th*s system, but Congress has so far refused to give its
agreement and che ASP remains in force'
The Canadian system, partly based on the 'fair commercial value', is
also open to criticism-
Other cusioms questions (such as requirements as regards import documents)
concern a lj.mited number of countries; for this reason, they come under
the request and offer procedure applicable to non-tariff measures.
Drawn up in J-950 by the Customs Cooperation Council which is based in
Brusseli, tho Convention on Valuation fixes a series of criteria for
assessing value. Some 30 countries (including the EEC countries) are rnembers
of the Convention and a further 70 use it as a basis-
Iulethods fcr assessing value vary according to the type of goods. Ihere are
9 possible ways in which value may be calculated.
The ASP applies in particular to certain organic chemistry products.
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Ihe Community has proposed a draft code for the implementation and
definition of Article VII of GATT, which contains a series of guiding
prineiples on customs valuation. Ttris code seeks to establish a uniform
international system based on a 'positive' definition of value5 and which
would make assessment a much less arbitrary process. It would be a
completely neu/ system, and the code has been accepE,ed as a b;rsis for
negotiation by s:me of the Community's trading p.rrtners.
(2) Government procurement
Purchases by governments and the public sector represent an increasingly
large proportion of trade in all countries.
Ttre aim of the GATT multilateral trade negotiations is to lay down the
principle of non-discrimination between national and foreign supplies and
to give it practical effect by introducing suitable procedures. To ttris
end, the participants have drawn up an'integrated draft text' synthesizing
the work carried out within the OBCD on this question and the discussionr;
held within the GATT 'Government procurement' sub-group.
The draft is largely based on joint proposals from the Nordic countries
and Canada and proposals from the EEC.
It recommends the introduction of international procedures for
notification, consultation, control and the settling of disPutes, so as to
ensure greater market transparerr.yl .rrd equal treatment as between suppliers
and products, whether foreign or national.
In particular, it lays down the criteria for the qualification of
would-be suppliers, the conditions for participation by suppliers and tender
invitation and acceptance procedures. It also rcduces thc likel.ih<>od of
arbitrary decisions.
Some important problems still have to be solved:
the draft code does not specify which purchasing bodies are to be subject
to these rules or the respective degree of responsibility of centralized
and federal States;
the desired degree of transparency is still to be determined (either
detailed publication of procurement decisions or mere Provision of in-
formation to governments in the event of disPutes).
A 'positive' definition is based on objective criteria for the determin-
ation of value.
In particular, the draft aims at improving understanding of the various
national laws, reguJ-ations, procedures and practices concerning government
procurement, arnongr inter alia, national procurement institutions by ensuring
idequate publicity before, during and after the conclusion of transactions-
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(3) Subsidies and countervailinq duties
Ihis is olr€ of the most difficult problems in the negotiations as i.t
has been tl^.e cause of several trading disputes.
The question facing the MTNs is that of defining subsidies and the
conditions ior applying countervailing duties. GATT does not ban subsidjcs
2
outright-; it simply provides for their control through notification ancl,
where necesJary, consultation.
However, in the case of countries which accepted it, the 1960
Declaration imp-ies an obligation, under certain conditions, not to appry
export subsidies.
Further, if the subsidy causes or threatens serious injury to the
producers of the importing country, a countervailing duty equivalent to
the amount <.rf the subsidy may be levied by the importing country. The main
problem l-ies in the fact that American legislation on countervailing duties
does not coinply with Article vI of GATT: the payment of any export subsidy,
even if it does not cause or threaten any serious injury to domestic
producers, entitles the opposite party to impose countervailing duties.
Ttre United States' partners insist that American legislation on
countervail.ing duties be brought into line with GATT ruLes.
Ihe United States, for its part, would like certain subsidies to be
banned fortllwith, and the list of subsidies governed by GATT rules extended
to include internal subsidies, among which regional- and other domestic aid
(e.9. measu,:es to promote the replacement of imports by national production)
fhe United States and the Community have held searching talks in order
to minimize their differences.
The negotiation documents include an 'outline approach' on subsidies
and countervailing duties, whereby the parties may, on the basis of present
GATT rules and procedures, attempt to improve their effectiveness.
This document recognizes that, even if certain subsidies may facilitate
the attainment of national- policy objectives, they may also cause or threaten
serious injury :o the trading interests of the other contracting parties.
An attempt should therefore be made to avoid using subsidies in such a way
as to cause or Lhreaten serious injury to other parties.
2 Srrb"idies are governed by Article xVI of GATT
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As for co..rntervailing duties, the criteria for injury should be
defined and a thorough study made of their application.
(4) Technical obstacles to trade
producers must comply with an increasing number of technical rules,
specifications and quality controls which vary from country to country
and may seriously hamper international trade.
Various organizatiorr"l have set themselves the task of harmonizing
national standards and establishing international standards. However, each
country is free to adopt or ignore these Etandards, with the result that
substantial differences still persist between countries' standards and
technical specifications .
Ttre Dtflfis have two main objectives in this area:
- 
to promote the harmonization of existing national standards by
recommending the participant countries to adopt, wherever possible,
standards established by international organizations ;
- 
to prevent the creation of obstacles to trade through new regulations.
Ttre draft Standards Code drawn up to this end, is rnainly concerned
with introducing a procedure for international cooperation; it lays down
procedures for notification and consultation, recognition of certification
and the settling of disPutes.
Nevertheless, certain basic quest,ions remain unsettled:
- 
the degree of resPonsibility to be assumed by federal governments on
behalf of regional authorities or states. Ttre Community takcs very
seriously the risk of an imbalance in the responsibilities undertaken
by the signatories of the Code;
- 
the possibil-ity of applying this Code
the special nature of technical rules
agricultural products, given
this field2.
to
in
In particular, the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
ana tne EuroPean Standardization Committee
2 In particular, health and plant health specifications
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(5) Import licence svstems
There are two types of import licence :
licences tequired in
of which depends on
I cases of quantitative restrictiorr"l, the granting
the volume of imports authoxizedi
which, in principle, are a sinple a&ninistrative
restrictive effect.
- ' automatic' Ii:ences
formality having no
The existence of these two types of licence may give rise to arbitrary
decisions (the importer is not told the criteria for the granting of a
licence or the reasons for refusal, or even of the administrative decision)
and may cause long delays and additional expense in import transactions.
on the basis of discussions herd in the sub-group on euantitative
Restrictions, which also deals with import licences, the GATT secretariat
has drawn up twrr preliminary draft texts designed to eliminate the elements
of arbitrariness or adninistrative delay in the administration of the two
import licensing systems mentioned above. Tlrese drafts also aim at ensuring
a degree of transparenry in the administrative procedures.
B 
- 
NON-TAPIFF MEASUR.ES SUBITECT TO SPECTFIC REQUESTS
(1) Quantitat:-ve restrietions on imports
rn accordance with Articre Xr of GATT providing for the general
abolition of quantitative restrictions, a substantial number of these
restrictions, mainly introduced owing to balance-of-payments difficulties,
have been gradually done away with.
The restrictions which are still in force mainly concern a small number
of countries- In the case of the European Community, some tlember States still
aPPly a limi red number of quantitative restrictions in respect of certain
countries.
rn this area, the aim of the MTNs is to abolish these restrictions or
increase the remaining import quotas on the basis of specificrequests and
offers.
(2) other non-ta.-:LlEf measures
Certain cllstoms issues other than customs valuation have also been the
subject of ;pecific reguests. lltrey concern problems of tariff classification,
the harmonization and simpJ-ification of requirements in the field of import
documents (particularly consular formalities) and the elimination of certainpetty requirements and derays in the treatment of specific cases.
I s." point B(1) below on the subject of quantitative restrictions
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OPINTON OF TIIE CPflITITTEE ON AGRICUIJTI'RE
Draftsman: ![r M.IlI. Hughes
on 23 9/.y L977 the committee on Agriculture appointed Mr Hughes
draftsman.
rt considered the draft opinlon at its meetings of 2o/2L september
L977, L7/Lg April 1978 and 27/2a April Lg7g, and adopted it by eteven
votes to none wi_th two abstentions.
Presenc: I"Ir Kofoed, Chairman; lrtr Ligios, Vice_Chairmanl Mr Hughes,
Vice-Chairmar and draftsmani Mr Albertini, Mr Brugger, Mrs Dunwoody,
l'!r Herbert, Mr Horell, !!r Humault, It{r Klinker, Mrs Krouwel-vlam, ur pisoni
and tlr Scott-Hopkins.
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IIiTTRODUCTION
r. since L947 , the General Agreement on Tariffg and Trade (GATT) has been
the principal forum for negotiations for the mutual reduction of tariffs and
other obstacles to trade.
2. Agriculture, given geographical variations, dependence on climate and
the ensuing need for support mechanisms, falls into a different category to
the industrial sector, and cannot be considered merely in terms of tariff
reduction.
3- Previous GATT negotiations have achieved Iittle in the agrieultural seetor.
Agricu1tural quoationg are essential, however. to a sueceggful conclusion to
the To!<yo round of negotiatione I
- due to the ineiatenec of the U.S. that euccees in the agrieultural anrlindustrial negotiations must be linked;
- 
and in view of the demand of the developing countries, whose exports con_
sist largely of agricultural produce, that a more equitable international
system be established.
THE ECONOI,IIC CIIMATE AND NEW DIRECTIONS
IN TRADE POLICY
4 - The world recession, which has affected industrial and developing countries
in the last decade, has 1ed to increasing demands for protection of employment,
particularly in the industrialized countries. This demand for protection hag
often been disguised in soothing phrases and, in particular, by the call for
order€d libert,y. Faced with the seemingly structrrral ancl high lcvels
of unemployment, one can question the limits of the liberal philosophy which
has guided international trade negotiations since the end of the second world
urar. There are two conclusions to be drawn.
Firstly, officiar thinking is generally agreed that the move to free
trade has created the prosperity of the post war period and that any move to
protectionism will inevitably lead to overal-I increase in unemployment, even
though jobs may be saved in particular sectors. protection leads to retalia-
tion and a decrease in world trade.
At the same time a 1iberal philosophy, if interpreted as seeking a mere
decrease in tariffl offers an overly limited approach. A more dynamic effort
must be made to create new international struetures which will enable inter-
national trade t'> develop without creati-ng the political pressures and renewed
demands for protection that mere tariff reduction engenders.
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6.
in
5. such new international structurea mqy be the only way out of the conflicte
of prineiple ana interests whieh eontrol nationg on trade guestiona both in the
induetrial and agricultural sectorr.For example, thc conflict betwecn the EEc
and the U.S- on agricultural trade potj-cy has brought about a standstill in
GATT negotiations, for which the only solution may be a series of inter-
national agreements to regulate trade in particular agricultural products,
such as cereals, beef and milk products.
Moves to create a new international trade framework are currently centred
three areas:
- 
greater participation by developing countries in worrd trade;
- international agreements to create greater stability in commodity markets,
including the agricultural_ sector;
- reform of the international monetary rystem whoee defecta limit the chanecg
of suecess and even the significanee of any future agrreement in the GATT
negotiations.
THE DEVELOPING V. TIIE DE\E]LOPED 
-qOUIITRIES
7. I'he demand of the developi.ng countries for a greater role in trade policy
and a preferential posi.cion in world trade, forms the leitmotif of the Tokyo
round. This is in part a reflection of the increasing political will of
these countries but also of the increasingly serious economic position they
face, particularly since the onset of the oir crisis: for example, the
deficit of the oil import.inq developing countries has sharply increased
since 1973 (L973 -$13,000 m., 1974 - $34,000 m., L}TS - $43,000 m.).
B. The Community, in examining the demands of the developing countries need
not be mot-ivateo by concepts of charity alone. one can draw a parallet
between the economi.c recession which faced the industrialized countries in
the 192os and 193os. The prosperity of the post war period was largely
based on the increased purcha.sing power of the working population providing
the stimulus to economj-c l:ecovery. Similarly, the industrialized world is
faced by an economic crisis which it cannot escape by itself. A new stimulus
is needed for the world economy to provide emplolzment in the industrialized
countries; this can only be obtained through increasing the purchasing
power of the developi.ng countries.
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TROPICAT PRODUCTS
9' The demands of the developing countries are partly included within the
aims of the GrouP on the rnternational Framework for the conduct of l{orld
Trade, created at the request of Brazil to examine the means to establishingpreferential treatment for developing countries, and which include:
- safeguards for the balance of payments;
- settlement of disputes;
- reciprocity in the commercial relations between developing and developed
countries;
- 
greater participation on the part of developing eountries and the modifica-
tion of GATT rules, and
- the examination of rules affecting deveroping countries.
These questions are largely outside the agricultural sphere, although inter-
woven with agricurtural questions, and can be reft on one side.
10' rt has been agreed, hoqrever, that questions concerning tropicar products
will proceed separately from all the other elements contained in the general
GATT negotiations z 44 developing countries have requested the rr deveroped
countries that a list of tariff and non-tariff eoncessions to be brought into
effect befcre the conclusions of the Tokyo round.
of the developed eountriee, in addition to the EEC, Auetralie, canada and
Japan alone have given effect to the list of conecgaiont requeatcd. The
United States, Auatria, Einland, New Zealand, Norrray, Sweden and Switzerland
have given partial effeet to the reguest of have made aceeptanee dcpcndent
on the Ivloat Favoured Nation elauge.
1L. The EEc on l rranuarv 1977, gave effeet to the request/part of which shall be made ersa omnes and part through inclusion in thegeneralized preferences, 58 new products are ineluded and.69 improvcmentg
made for products already listed. rhe products incrude a quota of 60,000
tonnes at a reduced tariff for tobacco, coffee, spices, refined vegetable
oils, flowers, crustaceans and honey,
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The offer, in greater detail, is as foltows :
1. rn the Tropiear Produets Group. the EEC has made offere on the
agrieultural produets in ehapters 1 to 24.
(a) Tariff reduetion on most-favoured-nation basis: 'l.8oO million EUR
from non-associated
developing countries
Tariff reduetions have been granted for 22 headings
or subheadings.
' The main reductions are:
teal consolidated duty reduced from 9% to O
eoffee, rr rr r.t 7% to 5%
coeoa , " rr rr " 5/" to 3%
(b) Tari ff reduction under GSP: BOO mil l ion I.ilJR
from non-aegociated
developing countriea
(c) The offer on tropical products therefore
represents an import volume of 2,600 million EIIR
from non associated
developing eountrics
The tariff reduction granted, under tfIN and GSP,
therefore representa 44-6%
2. The tariff offer made in the Agrieulture Group
eovers a volume of importg from the non-associated
developing countries of 300 mil lion EUR
These reductions are on most-favoured-nation basis.
The rate of reduetion is 24.6%
Since the EEC offer on dried leguminous vegetables
on the most-favoured -nation basis ig the same ae the
cSP rate offered in the Tropical Products croup, the
new tariff offers to the non-associated developing
countries represent 275 mi]lion EUR
3. The offer on tropical agrieultural produets
therefore :epresents a volume of imports of 21875 mitl ion EUR
from the non-aasociated developing countries. in 1975
It should be noted that total imports from these
countrj-es are 6, 400 million EUR of which 11 400
million EUR are eoneolidated at zero duty and an
import volume of 75O million EIIR fallE within a
levy system.
- 
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12. The Cornmunity has also undertaken to encourage aetion to bring about a
standetill on internal taxes on these products which will lead naturally
to a deerease in their sigmificance. and to bring about the elimination of
ouantitative restrictions on imports.
There are problems facing the Community in further improving the 1ist:
Italy and Greece (under the Athens Agreement) accepted the enlarged quota for
tobacco with qreat reluctancel and the U.S. initially indicated that it might
implement countervailing duties. Furthermore, there was considerable opposi-
tion from the ACP countries to any watering down of the preferences included
under the lom6 Agreement.
13 The Comrmrnity has examined, and should eontinue to examine, with the
greatest undergtanding the reguests made by developing eountries for these
tropieal produets whieh constitute the major source of e:<ports for the
number of the least devetoped countries, white providing only minimal
competition to the agricultural product of European producers.
14. To preve.rt an increase in protectionism in the agriculturar sector i s
of primary interest to the Community, after the U.S. the principal exporter
of agricultural produce. Furthermore the agricultural ouestions provide
the key to the present round of negotiations. The U.S. has elearly linked
progress in the agrieultural seetor with progrese in the industrial sector.
In the past. progress has been largely bloeked as theU.S. waited for
reform of the CAP and the EEC waited for the new U.S. administration.
15. The two sides remain firmly entrenched behind positions which, while
rePresenting elearly their individual interests, have taken on an almost
theologieal aspect in which defence of principles has prevented any real pro-
gress on details.
There are, however, gome indications that a change has eome about once
the principles have been left on one side and speeific questions given
priority.
MAIN POIN?S AT ISSUE
16. counterl'ailing duties and subsidies
The United States is practically the only
the provisions of Article VI.3 of GATT, so that
not restrict the imposition of a countervailing
where an in'iury has been proved.
country not applying fully
American legislation does
duty only to those cases
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lfhe Communitv, toqether with numerous other countries,
uregntlv rec.uests a change in the anerican position.
The United States has indicated its willingness to modify its present
legislati.on, but only in the case that progress is made in improving inter-
nat,ional rules regulating export refunds. This, of course, brings the
United States once more into conflict with the Community's system of export
refunds, a question on which the Community has very few allies.
]-7. Non-tariff barriers
Non-tariff barriera present a bewildering eomplexity of forrac (of whieh the
GATT hae reeorded 900) , ranging from o<pontive and time-contuming adminietrativa
procedurea, produetion standarde,'subsidiee, public contracte, to diffcrGneer
in health reguirements. Aeeording to a number of e)q)erta, th6y prcacnt a
greater obstacle to trade than tariffs themselves " They are also the most
difficult obstacles to trade to remove"
Priority must be given to progress in this area, and in particular to
those goods imported from developing countries, who often do not have the
administrative facilities or mad<eting expertise to surmount such barriers
to their exports.
The work in the negotiations on non-tariff barriers has centred on the
elaboration of a'code of practice to prevent, the establishment of technical
obstacles to trade'" The Community has insist,ed that, efforts in this field
be directed towards prevention as well as the correction of existing obstacles
to trade.
L8. Tariff nomenclature and customs valuat,ion
The Community has placed great emphasis on the necessity for greater
harmonizaglsn r)f tariff nomenclature and customs valuat,ion, together with
the creation of new tariff headings and a universally applied uniform inter-
national code of practice. In effect, the present situation, which allows
for Lhe calculation of duties and for the tariff descriptions aecording to
arbitrary national decisions, can lead to a partial cancelling of tariff
reductions agreed uPon.
re. Peyelgerlg-999!!+99
The Community has placed great emphasis on the necessity to contribute
to developing a special treatment for the less advanced of the developing
countries and.. in particular, to improving the system of generalized prefer-
ences according to the provisions of paragraph 5 of the Tokyo Declaration.
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For the least advanced developing countries the Community would not insisb
upon reciprocity of tariff offers; this, hotvever, would not be true in the
case of the more advanced. The Community requests that other developed
countries and, in particular, the United States adopt a similar favourable
attitude to the requests of developing countries.
20. Tariff reductions
These can be divided into two groups :
(a) The principal agricultulal.produets which are subject to
multilateral negotiations for international agreemente on grains,
dairy produce, meat and rice. When these producta are included, the
Cornmunity's offer amounts to around 5,000 million u.a.
(b) Ott'er products which are subject to tariff and noD-tariff offers.
The Community'g offer eonsists of nelv tariff reductions and tarrff
bindinge, including horse meat, edible offale, c€rtain vegetables,
cartain fruite, certain preaervcd fruit, tlucea and Bourbon whisky.
The offer eovers imports anounting to about 1.500 mi1 'l ion EUA.
In May i975 the GATT Agricultural Group aet up three eub-groupe to deal
with these pr6duets. In each sub-group the Commission has tabled proposals
whieh have been <.iscussed.
Cereals
The EEC proposals include the fixing of a band of safeguard prices with
floor and ceiling prices to govern preferential- sales and purchases i auto-
matic eonsulLation for stocking when a threshold price is reached; and aid
to developing countries through the re-organization of food aid. The EEC
has re<ruested that fodder grains be incl.uded within an agreement.
Milk Preqsg!:
The Commissron has proposed one or more international agreements to be
negotiated for uhe more homogeneous dairy producLs, butter, buttermilk and
butteroil ar.d an import and export regime for cheese and, as a first step,
improved infermation instruments. The EEC and its partnerB are nour undertaking
bilateral discussions for skimmed milk por^rder and cheese.
Cattle and beef
The Committee has ProPosed a
exporting and importing countries
system of concerted discipline by the
to bring about more orderly marketing.
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Sov!
rt ig stated freouently that the free entry granted to soya from the
United Statee ia at the root of the Community'l precent milk eurplug and
that , therefore. soYa ehould be ineluded in diecuseionr on produet agreementg.
The commission eongiderg, however, that this rrould be to the eventual
diradvantage of the Comrnrnity ainee. given the irryortance to the u.S. of soya
e:rports. the conceesione demanded of the Community would be very considerabl-e.1-
MULTTLATERAL NreorrAEroNs qt rEE PRrNcrpArJ pRoDucrs
21. The negotiations on international agreements
produce are clearly the key to the success of the
GATI discussions.
on cereals, meat and dairy
agricultural aspects of the
There rema.i-n, however, considerable divergencies ae to the purpose and
nature of the proposed international agreements. For tho community,e parLnora,
such as the united States, Auetralia, canada, New zealand and Argentina, the
agreements are intended to ensure freer trade, with a limitation on recourse
to safeguard measures and restrictions on national export subsidy measures
having adverse effects on international markete. These countries are deter-
miled to secure improved acc€as to world markets and to prevent disruption of
those markets by eubsidized exlrorts.
The Community, on the other hand, wishes to see established minimum and
maximum prices for international trade which would provide exportars with
better prices, limit the cost of the Cormrunity's surplus disposal operat,ions,
and, bY limiting thc uce of cxport ref,undr, give the United States less oppor-
tunity to impose countarvailing duties.
22- There is no possibility in a Ehort opinion of going into the details of
the different proposals for each sector. There are a number of political
points which can be made, however.
I rh.99r.ts:]grr'g ctatement thet there has been no eonlideration of the loyaquection will eertainly be rrueleoned by thc American cov€rnqcnt In the
Paper presentcd by the Aueriean delegation in diccuarionl between theEuroPean Parliament and congrGlg, llarch 1978, it gtates : .Sooe negotiating
atances suggeated by the carter Adminirtration have also raicedCongreeeional objectionr. Arulcaccador Strauaa' proposal to open the unitedStates to iuporta of dairy produete fron the EEC probablv will not be
aecepted bv Congrees. Thc Ambaggador'r apparent willingnesa to allow theEEc to itq>oec rcstrietion! on the entry of U. g. coyabeanc and soyabean
meal into the EEC - in contradietion of the GATT pledge of zero iariff
restrietions 
- nay well prorq)t giruilar congressionar oppoeition.'
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Ls' The wider rErnge of issues introduced into negotiations on international
cormnodity agreements, including market stabilization, access for exports,food security, food aid, etc-, has brunted the edge of the confrontation
which had previously developed on the single stark issue of market access.
'ihi" d",,"lopment provides for much greater optimism as to the finar outcome
of the negoLiations.
24' Moreover, it would be foorish to believe that international commodity
agreements, designed to achieve more ordered int,ernational marketing, can
solve internar market disequilibrium. They may relieve certain of the costs
of exporting internal problems on to the world market.
25 
' conseqr entry, internationar commodity agreements can onry be seen as a
complement raEher than an arternative, to improvements in market organiza-
tion and structure.
Indeed a declared dedication by the Community to the principles of
fnternational cooperation will only appear credible to negotiating parLncrs
if efforts are made to solve those internal market probrlems dtrich undorlie
the Community's present export problems.
26. Clearly, the Community cannot abandon principles which underlie its verl
personality; nor can it undertake poLicy nodifications in the hope that
international- agreements will follow. But a continuous effort to improve
the problems of surplus production is essential if the Community is to be in
a position to present to its parLners in GATI proposals for commodity agree-
ments which eventually will be acceptable and workable.
:
THE CHANGING NATURE OF THE COMUUNITY'S AGRICUIJTURAL POIJICY
)l . Efforts to reduce the Community's dependence on the export market, raoulrl
not require a radical departure from present policiesr but merely a reinfor-
iing of present trends.
:
Firstly, the Community has maintained a very prudent priee poLicy in
recent years, with price increases in the range of 3% Lo 5% and a Commj.ssion
proposal for 2% in the coming marketing year. This prudent price policy
has resulted j.n f.he difference between Community prices and world prices,
together with levies and export refunds, being considerably reduced. A
f,ew examples are :
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)
EEC entry price as % of world price
At the Eanre time, the Conununity is making considerable efforts to
increase the consumption of surplus products within the Cbnununity rather tlan
employing export refunds.
Thie can be illustrated by trends of subsidized sales within the
Community and the world market :
Butter benefitinq from special marketinq measures
(I,000 tonnes)
1970 L973 1976
LLz Ir.0 107
L38 310 94
Durum wheat
Barley
Maize
Sugar
tregetable oils and fats
Internal- market
E:(Dorts
Le69/6e te76/77
2L4 I4s
L97 L47
L78 I53
355 163
203 L27
In addition, the Community has adopted or is considering a nurnber of
modification of ;'.nternal market organizations of major products, such as beef,
dairy products, fruit and vegetables, olive oil, ete., aimed at limiting ov€r-
production and to jncrease consumption within the Community. These will
result inevitably in a decrease in the amounts available for export on the
world market.
THE ADVA}ITAGES OF A WIDER APPROACII
28. Efforts by the Community to reduce its agricultural surplus problems and
so provide the basis of effective and acceptable international commodity
agreements would bring clear advantages to the Community in terms of aavinge
to the Community Budget. And greater specialization of production inter-
national-Iy can only result in an increase in the overall prosperity of agri*
cultural producers.
29. More specifically, as a major exporter of dairy products, the Community
has a clear inLerest in seeking improved access to the North American and
JatrEnese markets. But it is difficult to see how the United StateE and
Canada could agree to a reguest for European suppliers to be included in any
extrnnded import gJotas as long as the Community's exports are so heavily
subsidized.
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30. Hovtever, given the changing emphasis in the
policies, ttrere exists a baEis for negotiation'
erable and, at the same time' the United States'
going changes itself'
CommunitY' s agricultural
The advantages are consid-
agricultural PoIicY is under-
31. until racently the united states was deeply invorved, as were 
other
corrntries, in policies to support farmr jncomes, partly through tariffs,
formalimporternbargoesandquotasandjrrformalarrangementswithsuppliers
tolimitshignents.Policywasdirectedtorrvardsdomesti.cfarmpricesrather
than trade expansion. In the course of the 1950s of ficiaf ti'Tnling UJcame 
-
directed more tourards the trade benefits that could derive from liberalization
of farm trade policy. A number of studies indicated the trade gains that could
be made through tiberalization, particularly from the exports of animal products'
grains, oil seeds, tobacco and cotton. Vigorous export policies for agricul-
tural produce resulted in the expansion of valuable earnings from overseas
sales. This strengthened the resolve of the IJ'S' Government to ensure thaL
theTokyoroundoftheGATTnegotiationgledtothesignificantliberalization
oftradeinagriculturalProduce.1rhislateconversiontotradetiberaliza-
tionwashighlyselectiveinthoseproductsinwhichtheU.S.hadaclear
competitiveadvantage.ontheotherhand,forttrosecommoditiessuchas
dairyproducts,inwhichtheU'S'isclearlyincompetitive'thereisvery
strongresistanceonthepartofProducersandtheirrepresentativesin
Congress to anY liberalization'
32.Eveninthedairysector,whichisthemostprotectedsectorofU.S.
agriculture,ithasappearedthattherearenoinsurmountableeconomicobjec-
tionstotheremovalofquotas.llheimpactonEECexPortswouldbeconsider-
abl_e. rf the u.s. had arready lifted import restrictions in 
1975' srome
12billionpoundsofmilkequivalentmayhaveenteredthatYeat,i.e.more
thanlCP/.ofU.S.production.AtthemomentonJ-yl.5ofU.S.needsare
imported.TheU.S.hascalcu]-atedthatinitiallyincomesofU.S.dairyfarms
underfreet.radeconditionswoulddropby20-3e/"butthatbylgEothefarms
remaininginactivitywouldobtainsomewhathigherincomesthaninthecase
of continuing import restrictions '
33.Atthesametime,theU.S.positionontradeliberalizationleadsit
intodirectconflictwiththeEEC.FortheU.S.,thoughtariffreductions
constituteanimportantpartinnegotiations,theycanonlybeaceeptedby
theeliminati<rnofnon-tariffbarriersandexPortsubsidies.Consequently,
the u.s. wiLl only abandon its dairy quotas in exchange for the 
modification
ofexportsubsidies.ClearlyrdllYagreementontheselinesr.louldseriously
reduce the cornmunity's competitive position on the U'S' market
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'34. clearly, it is of vital interest to the community to encourage the
Americans along the road to a more open agricultural market. In milk pro-
ducts, wine, alcohol and processed meats a partial solution to some of the
surplus problems facing the Community could be found.
Ihis car- only come irJul-witrr 
" 
;;"ut"; flexibility on the part of the
Community. There can be no question of the Community abandoning the basic
principles of che CAP; but a greater flexibility in negotiating might
bring about considerable progress, making it easier for both the Community
and the U.S. to leave their entrenched positions and take a more positive
negotiating r61e. rndeed, the Comuunity'e position in negotiationa for
product agreemenJs has consequenees for o<port refunds (one of the principal
U.S. objectionr to the CAP) since minimum e:q)ort prices would have to be respected.
CONCLUSIONS
35. The success of the Tokyo Round is important to prevent an increase of
disguised protectionism threatening world trade and emplolment in atl countries.
The Tokyo Round negotiations have proceeded on a wider front than irr
previous rou.rds, including thc removal of restrictiong on agricultural elqrorta,
the problems of non-tariff barriera and with priority being givcn to the
grreater role demrrnded by the developing countries.
The concept of a rigid timetable has now been agreed upoo with the
object of seeking, by mid-1978, an overall view of the basie questions. The
GATT Agriculcural croup fina11v, in Julv 1977, agreed on a rporking programme.
within the dairy and cereals sub'-groups, r,uork is progressing on the basis of
bilaterat diseuEsions. For other agricultural produets, requests for tariff
and non-tariff coneessions have been preaented before I November 1977 and
offers by Januarv/blarcllr 1978.
Special arrangements are envisaged for developing eountries, who wil I
have a chanee t: present demands for products on whieh they have not yet
received satisfaction. The industrial ized eountries have presented requests
to the developing countries of an indieative naturei the eontributions of
developing countries will only be implemented aecording to the extent of
advantages gaineS from the muttilateral negotiations as a whole.
The Community's requests, made to 22 of the more advanced developing
eountries or groupg of deve'l-opi-ng eountries, cover an e:qrort volume of
190 m.u.a. in relation to a total e)<port volume of those eountries of
777 m u.a. The response to the Community has been negative, the developing
countrieg beli-eving that their claims have been given ingufficient recognition
and that, t)erefore, there vrag no reason to offer a degree of reci.procitT,
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36. Much greater attention in the negotiations must be given to the develop-
ing countries in order that they can contribute to the expansion of world trade
and so contribute to pulling the industrialised nations out of the Present
recession. The Community has shown itself to be more flexible in meeting
the demands of the developed countries, with very specific attention and
special treatment accorded to the l.ess developed countries, a grouP of coun-
tries which obtains very little benefit generally from agreements on tariff
reductions. Other industriatized countries must also contribute.
37- The agricultural question is the key to the success of the Tokyo Round,
given the insistence of the U.S. that agricuttural questions cannot be
separated from irdustrial questions. Talks on agricultural trade have been
hetd up by the longstanding differences between the EEC and the U.S. on the
cAp. With the entry into office of the Carter administration, progress
towards reaching a comPromise has been made, with a more open apProach and
less insistence upon questioning the principles of the cAP.
1g. Morcover, s-irr<.L' 1()i1, Lhere lr:rvc lreon inrlic'aLlotrtl l-.lrat- llrn ll.li - itl tlr"re
aware of the advantages of greater liberalisation, even at bhc expe-rrrse of <Jin-
mantling the protective waII surrounding the u.s. dairy industry-
3g. The community must encourage this possibility, which wilt provide one
solution to the market imbalances facing a number of sectors in the community,
while realising that such a reassessment of poticy will require a more far
reaching structural policy within the community'
Clearty the Community cannot envisage abandoning the basic principles of
the cAP, but greater flexibility particularly in respeet of export refunds
within the frauework of international agreements on cereals, dairy products
and beef may lead to reciprocal flexibility on the part of the Americans'
one factor to be remembered by the community, in the eontext of the
multilateral trade negotiations, is that the U.S' duty eonceasions on imports
from the EEC of cheese and canned hams are onlY conditional' The u's'
coneeasions, it seems, in not applying eountervailing duties despite the use
bv the community of subsidies (even if moderated) on e)q)orts to the u's',
only last to 3 January 1979. If there has not been a satisfactorv outeome
in the multilateral trade negotiations by thiE time which the President can
bring before Congress, then the coneessions maY be revoked and countervailing
duties aPPlied.
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40. A new impetus is required to prevent deadlock in the agricultural talks,
and in the GATT negotiations as a whole. An end to the sterile ideologi-
ca1 disputes between the EEC and the U.S. on principles of agricultural policy
has been made possible by the emphasis on international product agreements
which are capable of bringing greater discipline and stability to the inter-
national markets and a greater role for the developing countries.
4L. The Cornmunity has a vocation to export high quality agricultural produce,
particulariy dairy products, processed meats, wine and a1cohol. fhe benefits
accruing to the Conununity of an opening of the quota restrictions on imports
to the United States, Canada and Japan would be great. The Conununity also
has a considerable interest in enlarging the range of conunodities covered by
international commodity discussions to include fodder grains.
For any hope of success in negotiations on l-hese issues, lhe Conunttnity
and its partners in GATT must continue to enlarge the scope of negotiations
away from the narrow issue of market access, which has led to confrontation
in the past, to the broader questions of market stabilization and exPort
polic ies.
The present trend in the Community's agricultural Po1icies, with
greater access 6laced on internal measures to solve surplus production,
particularly by increasing consumption, will make it increasingly easier
for the Community to play a more positive role. And the comnunity's
negotiating partners in GATT should be made aware of the Community's effortg
in this direction.
At the same time, the Community itself must be aware that inLernational
negotiations offer no panacea to internal problems; indeed, if the Community
finds itself unable to fulfiI the requirements of the proposed International
Commodity Agreement, due to internal pressures, it will find that its inter-
national markets will shrink. The Community's dedication to a more stable
international trade in agricultural produce will only appear credible to the
extent that the Community seeks effective solutions to its market problems.
Consequently, the internal and the international aspects of policy must pro-
ceed together if either is to have lasting success.
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42. The Committea on Agrieulture rGguotta the Committee on External Eeonomie
Relationa to includc the follouing rub-titlc and paragrapha in the ruotion for
a rcrolutlon of I tr rrport drrvn up bY Mr Court/c :
Aqr tcglElll-al-Oggqi la t i on r
l2A
- Stre6rea the importance of negotiatione in the agricultural eector to the
reaching of a tinal agreement in the eurrcnt round of rnrlti-lateral, trade
negotiations and thc political iruportanec of trade betwccn the USA and the
Community;
128
- 
pointr out the effortr madc by thc Cornrmrnity to takc into aeeount thc
dcmand by devcloping countricr to particlpatc nore acuitably in rnrld trade
in the framewor< of the GATT and UNCTAD negotiatione;
- Notes that the Community har not reoucrtcd reciprocity From the least
developed eountrieg and urger that the othcr induetrialized eotrntrie!
muet alro contribute to rccognlzing thc rpeeial ncede of the leact
developed countrleg;
- Conaiderc that it ia earential to conclude a aeriea of international commodity
agreementg covering the major producte;
t2c
- Pointc out thc increaring trade imbalancc in favour of thc Unitcd States in
the agricultural gcetor;
- Rccognizea, hourcver, thc ccrioul dctcrioration i.n thc Ameriean trade
balance follorring inereasca in oil priees; but inrirtr, however, that there
should be greater reeiproeity in agrieultural tradc bctween the major
induetriatized eountries and in particular that the United Statca shoutd
import greater quantiticc of proeeercd producte fron the Community.
ID
- Believes it etlential that there be concluded multi-lateral and bi-Iatera'l
agrccments on the major agrieultural produeta , for exarqrle, bi-I-sg63s1
agreements on dairy produeta and agr€oments with tha United Statec to
liberalize the regime for eheere inportr from thc Community.
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12E
- Notes the problemt of deconeolidating- the Comunity'e tariff rate on soya
and considers that thig ean only be aehieved eventually in the frameuork
of a far-reaehing reviev of EEC-us agrieultural trade relationc.
1T
- Notes that the Commiseion betieveg that an initial agreement in the
agrieultural sector can be achieved by iluty 1979; and
12c
- Considers that mueh greater attention must be paid in the mnrlti-latera1
trade negotiations in the agricultural seetor to trade with the Eastern
Bloc eountries.
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I.
ANNEX I
US IRADE ttIIlI IIIE Epc IWNE (ElrA bilIton)
Source s ECSO (European Conmunl,ty gtatiAtlcal Office)
US .EC (NlNe) AGRICI,LTURAL 
.IB.ADE (EXCLUDING COTTON)
(g billion)
US Exports US Imports US Balance
1968
L97 2
1973
L974
197 5
Lgi6
1.8
2.7
4.4 .
5.4
5.5
6.4
o.4
0.8
1.1
L.2
2.2
L.2
+ l-.4
+ 1.9
+ 3.3
+ 4.2
+ 4.5
+ 5.2
Source: FATUS - Eoreign Agricultural Trade of the United States
III . TOTAL US AGRICT,ILIJRAL IN,A.DE
($ bilrion)
II.
1968
L972
I973
L97 4
I97 5
L976
+ L.2
+ 3.0
+ 9.3
+11 .7
+12.6
+12 .0
6.2
9.4
L7 .7
22.O
2L.9
23.0
Foreigm Agricultural
united states (FAT1Js)
5.0
6.5
8.5
10.2
9.3
11 .0
Trade of the
US Exports US Imports US Balance wLth EEC
1958
I969
I97 0
t97r
L9?2
L973
L97 4
197 5
1976
3.952
10.473
12.300
L2.L49
11 .783
14 .43 3
19.430
19.333
22.28A
2,622
4.524
9.306
I0.758
11.s94
L2.592
15.205
L2.4L6
L4.296
+ I.330
+ L.949
+ 2.994
+ 1.391
+ .I89
+ 1.841
+ 4.225
+ 6.918
+ 7 .992
Source:
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Export,s ImportB US Balance
ANNEX II
EXPORTS FROI,I rHE EqRoPE+q 
-c=ogt{I1N['1ry 14- USA
- 
(rszs l, ooo EUA)
Producte
Total cxPorte
Food Productt
Live anitnals
Meat:
Fresh and frozcn
Dried, salted and cmokcd
PrePared and Preaerved
DairY Producta:
Cheese
Fish
Cereala
Patiggerle Producte
Fruit and vegetablest
Fresh frult and nute
Drled frult
PrePared and Preeerved fnrlt
Vegetables and Plants
Prepared and preserved vegetables
Source! EUROSTAT
12478585
508272
LO372
195633
445L
L72
I91000
55311
54324
47462
21133
I43 59
35719
4283
r56
4183
L6946
1015I
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(1975 1, ooo Er,A 
-
Products
Total lmporte
Food products
Live animals
Meat
Dairy produ:ta
Fish
Cereals:
Wheat
I{alze
Fruit and vegetablesr
Fresh frult and nutsr
Cranges, clementlnea and mandaiincs
Other citrus fruLte
Nuts
Dried fr.rit
Prepared and preserved fruLt
Vegetables and plantsr
Drled vegetables
Pre;nred and preserved vegetables
Source: EUROSTAT
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19557353
3215143
tIs00
L40934
590I
7 5307
2209602
57?755
L40745s
269949
135410
30230
244L4
55698
30248
38219
5s3s3
4657A
97L9
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ANNEJ II I
BALANCE OF TRADE EEC AND USA IN BASIC AND PROCESSED PRODUCTS(1975 I,oo0 EUA)
EEC llalance USA llalan<:t:
I. Basic products :
Cereals + 1964097
Fruit and vegetables + 234230
Fresh meat + 12ggg5
II. ProceBsed Products :
Prepared meat
Dairy ploduc€
+ 183555
+ 494LO
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EXPORIS FROU TIG ET'ROPEN{ COH}IT,NIrY AUXEI( IV
( 1975 1,0O0 3rrA)
PRODT'CTS
WORLD
OF WIIICH :
dt'E - 9 EErA usA Developing-countries I ACP
Total expo:ts
Food products
Live animals
lleat :
Fresh and frozen
Dried, salted and gnoked
Prepared and preserved
Dairy products :
Cream cheese
Fish
Cereals :
Barley
tiaize
Seuolina and wheat flour
Prepared cereale, flours and starches
Patisserie products
Fruit and vegetables :
Fresh fruit and nuts
Dried fruit
Pre;rared and prcservcd fruit
Vegetables and plante
Prepared and preserved vegetables
227229L2:,
2LOO7673
L338202
4226077
3975563
4592L4
69L296
3sLO277
]-l20a26
77426A
4055688
587633
667722
428665
a22026
32874A
3161162
1078008
I2480
352225
L241576
476A73
111147196
15 12 12 65
L232AO2
3546301
27L4565
44I138
390598
2555830
880756
540203
2347A44
410487
629575
31488
398035
22L564
24A3945
850200
7LA4
29I398
934793
399470
25279474
1209179
8551
109932
a4542
5998
19392
82105
58508
83003
2224A4
63474
14931
1500
83938
36350
3 ro023
t33497
2734
26284
129050
18450
12478585
50a272
10372
195633
4461
L72
l9IOO0
55311
5432A
47462
2 1133
2A26
11
I.7740
14359
357 19
42A3
155
4183
15945
101s1
4L57A441
29370A2
42069
2L8607
142089
8481
68037
il6996
6A268
3067s
1205023
2,1390
14825
391281
220922
34558
178306
32430
1079
L4440
97583
32774
?{9I3 3 J
s s6I93
2889
23467
1290r
1638
8928
15I893
6747
II566
L79237
311
10376
39254
79466
5620
36326
2697
2L6
32 93
14371
15749
I.
ul
,N
I
rt
tr,
5\0
gl
t,\iir
H.5 SOUTCE : EUROSTAT
IMPORTS TO TIIE EUROPEAN COI{MUNINT
(1975 I,OOO EUA)
PRODUCTS WORLD
OF WHICH
EUA-9 EFTA USA Deve lopinS-countries I acP
Total imPorts
Food products
Live animals
Meat :
Fresh and frozen
Dried, salted and smoked
PrePared and Preserved
Dairy Products :
Butter
Cheese
Fish
Cereals :
Wheat
Maize
Fruit and vegetables :
Fresh fruit and nuts
Dried fruit
Prepared and Preserved fruit
Vegetables and Plants
erepared and preserved vegetables
22A866AL5
29292515
1557234
4594969
3602810
4L52LO
57 6949
2A41753
962420
I.042350
1352 183
5286655
L632463
20667L9
62L9286
2690477
16000 I
a12740
r8603 33
695735
1l-002 9932
14539193
12474lA
3414754
2644036
380759
389959
2532996
837 599
aaL942
546724
1857788
503845
328813
2497946
8I75 11
6796
296330
9A2AO4
3 94505
I
L73772AL
60s884
s0193
29465
2036r
6320
27A4
t2a64L
305 3
L2L9]-9
L77361
4A201
2]-49
370
5 5385
6A2A
311
9012
192 38
l.9996
195 s735 3
32L5143
11s 00
140934
13 3 346
245
7343
5 901
25
88
75307
2209602
5777 65
1407465
269949
13 5410
30244
382 19
553s3
97L9
5]-4A5442
6639942
1843
263551
15945r
305
103 7 95
344L
L574
447
224446
3578s3
34420
L9A264
1744475
887806
16415
178165
541A32
t20256
I
I
794l3AA
L97 4535
7
3A216
234A2
5
L4729
5
5
55 785
3s80
19
7
207si.O
L2 0090
49
41588
42432
3351
I
I(a(,
I
F0
t{
A\o
(,l
i^r
N)
h
P.3
SOUTCE : ETIROSTAT
L975
L974
L975
L975
L973-4-5
L974-5-6
World
1133746
974L22
a597L5
L22LLLB
989195
10183 19
USA
433344
462370
307434
375909
401049
381004
SOYA AND OIL CAKE
(1000 Ern)
ANND( V
Average
source: ECSO (EuroPean CommunitY Statistical Office)
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OPINION OF TIIE COMMITTEE ON DEVEI,OPUE}IT AI{D COOPERATION
Draftsman: Mr SANDRT
On 24 tEy Lg77 the Committee on Development and Cooperation appointed
I"1r Sandri draftsman.
It considered the draft opinion at its meetings of 20 June,
28 September and 19 October L977 and ununimously adopted it at the latter
meeting.
Present: Miss Flesch, chairman; Mr Sandri, raPPorteurt Lord Castle,
I{r Deschamps, I'tr Glinne, Mr Lemp (deputizing for I"1r Broeksz), bt I'hrtinelli,
Mr Pucci (deputizing for Mr vernaEchi ) and l'!r Spenale.
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INIB,ODUCTION
The European Community has traditionally followed an open and
liberal trading policy. The EEC's policy is e<tremely significant,
firstly because the Community is the world'e largest
trading group, and secondly because the success of the Tokyo round,
whose objectives rernain the continuing liberaLisation of world trade,
depends very largely upon agreement amongst the worldts most important
trading partners, namely the United States, the Community and Japan.
The recent meeting between the American special trade representative
and the Cor,rmission in Brussels seemed to produce new hope ttrat the
negotiaticns which have been virtually stalemated in Geneva would be more
successful, but regrettably, it does not appear as though this enthusiasm
is shared by all members of the Council.
For this reason, the follorr,ring opinion is concerned with the
issues which lie at the base of the problems under digcussion, rather
than with, for example, the precise state of negotiations on tropical
products, or other matters which are extremely technical.
cRov[TH oF PROTECTTONTST TF.rpqICIqS
The basic cause of the tendency tovrards protectionism is, of
course, the crisis in the world economy which was first felt in extreme
form in 1973. Until that time, the world economy had expanded
uninterruptedJ-y, if unevenly, and succeeding tariff conferences were
able to negotiate considerable reductions in tariffs. Since L973,
the growth in the world economy has faltered, and the key
problems facing the developed countries have been the need for
security oi supplies of raw materials, and the problem of growing
unemployment. Protectionist measures have been taken by the Community,
the United States and Japanl although these measures were in some cases
ones which could only be described as hidden protectionism. The
Community has avail-ed itself of trade policy instruments which have
enabled it !o introduce restrictions on the imports of te><tiJ-es,
ball bearings and steel. fhe United States has induced certain
suppliers to vol-untarily l-imit their exports, and recently certain
legal- actj-ons have also been instrumental in restricting irnports into
the American market. The Japanese market has been protected by a
variety of measures, many of them non-tariff barriers.
- 
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A more recent development has been the open advocacy in the
Community of protectionism, although this is the tendency which
"does not dare speal< its name". The phrase that is preferred is
"prevention of market disruption". This ratter, however, is far
rernoved from the market dicruption provieions provided for under
Article 19 of GATT,
ARGI I4E{TS r-OR PROTECTIONISM
The arguments for protectionism by the Community seem to run
as follows:
1. In certain high technotogy industries such as, for er<amp1e,
aero space, nuclear povrer and computers, American firms dominate
world markets because they have buirt up a virtuar monopory on the
basis of their huge home market which gives them a cost advantage
throughouc the rest of the world.
2. Japan has expanded its exports at a phenomenal rate over the
last years through trade policy measures and conunerciar agreasive-
ness which cannot be matched by Europe.
3. The more developed of ttre developing countries, such as Brazil
and south Korea are abre to offer certain rel-atively high technology
goods on terms which Europe cannot match; o<amp]_es of these are
ship building and electronics. Other relatively developed developing
countries such as Hong Kong and Taiwan are abre to produce lo,rr tech-
nology gocds on unbeatable terms, based on their ortremely lovr wage
costs; eramples of these are textiles and leather goods.
It does not faIl within the competence of this Committee to dis-
cugs arguments about protectionism between developed countries, but
nevertheless your rapporteur would like to remark that atl these
argtrments are debatable. Quite clearly, the Americans could
argue for protectionism against Community goods on the grounds that
the Community has an enormous "home market', protected by a conunon
tariff. t{ith regard to Japan, the argument that it is eommercially
more aggressive is an argunent not for protectionism but for
increasing the competitive ability of European exporters. with
regard to Japan's trade policy, this is surely a matter which should
be dealt r.'ith by othen means. Negotiations with ;Iapan should
encourage her to reflate and re-value her currency rather than con-
tinue to build up foreign exchange. Thus, neithen of these arguments
would appear to strengthen the case for protectionism.
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THE PROBLETI OF DEVELoPING CoTJNTRIES
one of the problems in discussing trade negotiations with developing
countries is the need to distinguish between trade conducted on humanitarian
grounds and trade conducted primarily for mutual benefit. The point in
the development of developing countries has now arrived when it is clearly
right to place them into categories of development, ranging from the
relatively rich to the er<tremely poor.
The firsE group of deveroping countries 
- 
the relatively more
developed 
- 
has itself to be divided into two, since the exports of these
are in some cases fairly high technology items. Brazil and south Korea
have already been cited as e:<amples of these countries, and ship building
and electronics as examples of the exports concerned. The second sub-
grouP is of countries like Hong Kong and Taiwan which produco 1our tech-
nology items such as textiles and ehoea.
After these relatively rich developing countries, there is an inter-
mediate range of developing countries such as Pakistan, India and certain
Latin American countries which also produce e(ports which compete with
European industry, usually in the rorr technology areas. Finally, there
is a third group of developing countries, the least deveroped, in which
poverty is e:<treme.
The difficult distinction has to be drawn regarding trade with these
countries which is designed primarily to help them to achieve economic
take-off and their financial viability 
- for which end Europe should be,
and j-s, prepared to make eaerificee; and trade which is conducted for
the mutual benefit of both partlos. rt is senseleea for Europe to makr:
sacrifices if the gains are made by already relatively developed deveLoping
countries.
UnemPloyment in EuroPe'can be tolerated if it prevents starvation in
a developing country; but not necessarily if it simply builds more sky-
scrapers in Ilong Kong.
No doubt this is a complicated and difficult question, since the
criteria for drawing the distinctions are various, but it is a distinction
which has to be drawn because of the grorth of unemployment in E\rrope.
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It should not horrrever be thought that the Third Wor1d is simply a
burden to the Conununity. The CoranuniQr does over 4C/" of its trade with
the developing countries. There is an indissoluble link between the
econonic health of the Corununity and the continued development of the
Third World. The growing markets of the Third World are perhaps Europe's
main source of non-inflationary growEh. It should also be remembered that
import penetration can never be considered in isolationr but should include
import-export lirikages. For enample, in the case of te><tiles, the Com-
munity achieved in 1975 a trade surplus on to<tile machinery, which amounted
to 258 m 11.a., most of it with the Third World.
lloreover, the very size of the Conununity's trade with the rest of the
world, and with the Third Wor1d in particular, is not only a source of
strength in negotiation, but a source of vulnerability.
The challenge posed by the grovrth of Third WorLd production is certain
to grovr. As technology is transferred to theee countries, and as thoir
production capacity develops, their competitive ability will advance. At
present, over half the population of deveLoping ccuntrles is under 20 yr:ars
of age. Thus, in the ner<t few years, their availability of l-abour will
increase sharply; labour costs are like1y to be stable, compared to rapidly
increasing labour costs in the deveJ.oped countries. To attempt to restrain
the growth of productivity in these countries by'restricting access to
developed markets will have catastrophic results. On the one hand, it
wil-I lead to continued indebtedness of the poor countries and probably the
growth of bad debts. On the other, it will Lead to diversion of exports
to other markets which thereby will be lost to European e><porters. This
trend is already beginning. Brazil and India, fot er<amp1e, are producing
their own te><tile machinery, which ie competing in world markete with
European machinery. The only way to deal with this inevltable problem
is for Europe to sharpen its competitive edge, rather than attempt to
restrict imports and hide behind tariff walls.
There is a third posslbility. As the political identity and economic
pornrer of the Third World develope, it may revert to a "barter" system of
trade, whereby countries trade only with developed nations which grant
them access on favourable terme.l ,h" problem of security of supply of
raw materLals, which the Economic and Social Committee rightly draws
attention to (OJ C126) is one which can be used to their advantage by
developing countries.
Finally, it should be renrembered that imports into the Community of
products which are good value are of benefit to consumers.
1_Australl-a nas l
Comrnunity with
recently used
uranium.
this argument with regard to supplying the
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PROPOSAI,S FOR ACTION
rt is holrrever not enough to ttrcorize about future deveropments intrade- The fact is that although in the rong run nelrr and dynanicindustries may spring up to take t5e prace of those threatened by
cheaper imports, in the short run there is the problem of unemployment
and its poritical consequencea. rt is therefore essentiar that apecificproposals be made, and in this connection it is noteworthy that the
corununity has not been forward in making proposals for discussion bythe international conurunity. The problem is, of course, extrerrery
complor, and touches uPon a whore range of issues outside the immediateprobrem of tariffs, such as the monetary q,estion about which no agree_
ment has yet been achieved- Yct l,t is unrealistic-to expect concessionsin one fl-erd, for example, on the tariff question, without progress in
others' For this reason, the committee berieves that the GATT muLti-lateraL trade negotiations are onry one of three areas in whieh actionis neceesary:
l.
The cornmunity must first and foremost speak with one voice. rt has
alr eady been stated that the community's rore in these negotiations is
cardinal; the lack of agreement anrongst Member states undernrines the
cornmission's negotiating position, even though its mandate from theCouncil has survived unchanged.
The community must unequivocarly restate its commitment to a policy
of open and free trade. rt must state clearly its belief in the indis-
soluble link between economic prosperity in the developed countries andthe development of developing countries.
The community must take the initiative in producing specific proposarsto improve the o<isting machinery for peventing market disruption. Thisis not to say that the corununity should use the excuse of market disruption
as a means of introducing hidden protectionism, but that in those cases
where cheap imports are threatening production and emplolzment in a manner
specified and agreed international-ry, the provisions for restraining
imports should be legitimateJ-y utiLised. on the other side of the same
coin, there is merit in making the safeguard crause more serective, soLhat some of the poorer countries which are attempting to build up theirindustries should not suffer as a resurt of the dominating position
achieved by relatively more deveJ.oped countries.
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Fourthly, the Corununity must strive to make progress on the disrnantle-
ment of non-tariff barriers, which, given the current levels of tariffs,
are a very important impediment to free trade.
one further, problem ercists which the community must face in connection
with tariff leve1s on goods from developing countries, and that is the fact
that the continued ortension of GSP poses. a problem for ACp countries who
see their advantages being eroded. This is a very difficult problem for
the Conununity, but it should be rerneribered that under the Lom6 convention,
the ACP countries were not granted preferential status over other deveJ_oping
countries, but simpry free access. Thus, juridicalry, the extension of
GSP is quite legitimate. fhe real problem is horr to reconcile the differing
interests of the AcP countries and other developing countries.
A solution in this reapect might be to redefine the list of countries
eligible for GSP, since it has been established that very felrr countries
seem to be obtaining most of the benefite, and that these countries are,
in many cases, relatively developed. Thus, the main beneficiary of Gsp
is in fact Yugoslavia, followed by Brazil, South Korea and Hong Kong.
It would seem clearly wrong that very poor developing countries which need
Comnunity help should find this help eroded in favour of relatively rich
producing cotntries. As has already been stated, it is necessary to
grasp the nettte and make a distinction between various degrees of developing
countries.
2. RESIR,UCII,RING
Ttre provisions in the Community's budget for restructuring industries
affected by the nerr tren& in world trade are woefully inadequate. The
funds available come from a number of different sources, and there is
no overall policy on how or with what time scale these developments
should be pursued. Tha Corunission has made some initiatives in this
sphere in the case of the Eteel industry, but ttris can only be described
as a small beginrring. It is frequently argued that the problem of re-
structuring i.s far more comple:r than it would appear, since the very
industries most uhreatened by low cost imports are thoee which depend
upon a relatively unsophisticated labour input. Thus, it is too simple
to argue that the western developed countries should produce high tech-
nology goods, since in essence the unemployment that is being created
is often anongst workers who cannot be retrained to produce high tech-
nology goods. For er<arnpJ-e, a classic case of this is the 1abogr-inteneive
Irish tel<tile indnatry; workers cannot sfunply be shlfted.into producing
computers, for example. ThiE is c1ear]-y true, but is nct an-answer- to .
the problem.
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A nuriber of union representatives have argued for a shorter working
week, with rncreased leisure activities and more flercible working hours'
Moreover,theprobJ-emshouldnotbelookedatsimplyintermsofnatior.al
industrial production, but of community production. Taking the e><ample
ofto<ti}esagain,itshouldbenotedthatin]-975,Italiantextile
productionwascutbackbylessthanE/",whichwasamuchlowerfigure
thaninEuropeasawhole,butthiswasachievedbystatesubsidiesto
the industry which was thus able to undercut other slmthetic fibre
producers in Etrropean markets. In fact, Italy managed to @e its
exPortsotsynttreticfibresinlgT5,andthereareplanstofurther
increase capacity in syntJretic fibres, which would represent a further
ttrreat to Jther EEC tet<tile producers. rncidentally, the losses made
in 1975 by Montefibre, part of the Italian Montedison chemical company
amountedtoasumwhichwasequivalenttohalfitstulnover.
3. IRADE AIiID INDUSIBIAL POLICY
The last point makes clear the need for a more harmonious developmr:nE
of investment wittrin the conununity, in the light of developments in worrd
trade. Ilevelopments in one.field may trave a profound impact on industrial
policy in another, yet for the najority of businesses in the community,
the necessary overvierrv of ttrese developnents is ladcing. l[he average
businessman planning an er<tension to his factory, or alternatively con-
sidering di-versification from his present line of business is likely to
be unaware of the effect of community development policy on, for er<ample,
the to<tile industry of Mauritius, or the ship building capacity of India'
The Corunission could serve a very useful purPose if it were to provide a
regular monitoring servi.ce on an induetry by industry baals. 1[he
Commission is well placed and hae the necessary resources to provide the
necessary information on the effectE of interdependent actions in different
fieLds.
Secon<l1y, the Conununity must be ready to fight in the er(Port markets
of the world for its Ehare of trade. As has al-ready been noted, it is only
by renaining competitive, and by the development of cqunercially agressive
marketing, that the Comnunity will be able to beat off the challenge that
is posed not only by the other developed countries, but by the ner'r}y
industriaiizing nations. One of the main purposes of establishing the
EEC was to take advantage of the financial and economic power that ercists
in the uniEication of the nine Itlember States, and a clear coherent trade
policyisaneasentialoffshootofthisunification.
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On a more general level, the Community must play its part in ensuring
that the authorities of the main trading countries of the world take the
necessary action to ensure that the worLd economy does not faII into a
vicious spiral do$rnwards. The lessone of the 193Os are there to remind
us of these,dangers. It ehould also be remembered that during the 193os
succesEive irternational conferences reaffirmed the world's commitmcnl- to
an open sysi,em of trading, even while the tariff walls were being raised
higher and higher.
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